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2A Simple, Delightful eCommerce Customer 
Experience



3Simple Energy’s Marketplace Solution
Configure, curate, operate

Utility branded storefront

Instant online rebates, program enrollments

Direct purchase & fulfillment

Understand your customers

Turnkey, customers transact more when given fewer choices

Your branding, rebate eligible products, other energy/water products

Validate eligibility, customers get rebate at purchase, validated submission

Minimize drop off associated with referral model

Data analytics on marketing funnel and channels



Beyond simply adding new revenue streams, a 
marketplace like this helps to change the paradigm for 
utilities. It moves them on from simply selling raw 
resource and turns them into a central energy resource –
advice, supply and products, all from one vendor.

- Forbes “Simple Energy Helps Utilities Hyper-Personalize Consumer Offers”
February 26, 2015



5

PC Web Mobile AI

Computing is evolving again...



6. . . and so is the Utility relationship with its Customers



7Marketplace Delivers High Customer Satisfaction

“My Utility is a brand I trust” “Will do another transaction”

90% 96%

Net Promotor Score 
for participating customers

>71



8Customer Survey Results
Percent of customers who responded ”Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied”

Product Quality Ease of Purchase Price of Product

96% 96% 98%



“The launch of ComEd Marketplace is a key step 
to building a premier, trusted customer 
experience.

In the near term, this service will enhance the 
customer experience by simply and effectively 
providing our customers with new ways to 
manage their home energy-use. Over time, the 
Marketplace will evolve as a cornerstone of our 
utility where our customers can transact with us 
and other parties for a wide range of energy-
related products and services.”

Anne Pramaggiore
Sr. Exec. VP and CEO



Testimonial: ComEd Marketplace Customer Molly 
Coers

"Thanks again for making it 
easy to purchase the energy 
efficient nest with the rebate 
directly applied.  I would be 
much less likely to take 
advantage if I had to pay the 
full cost and separately apply 
for the rebate, especially if I 
had to mail something in.”



11Marketplace Value Summary

Accelerated KWh and KW Savings

Engage, Empower and Enable 
Customers Reduced Cost to Serve

Customer Acquisition, Satisfaction 
and Retention 

Enhanced Existing Customer 
Engagement Platforms (i.e. Mobile App) 

Enhanced Regulatory Perception

Business Model Evolution and      
New Revenue Streams

New, Innovative Offers, Products,      
and Programs 

More and Better Program and Rate Enrollments

Transforming the way utilities engage and transact with their customers
Driving millions of dollars in quantifiable value
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